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Amazon prints
its first toy
catalogue

The online retail giant has made a surprising move in its run-up to Christmas by
revealing plans to produce a toy catalogue in print. Amazon plan to mail their
print catalogue to millions of customers, as well as hand it out in branches of their
bricks and mortar Whole Foods Market stores.
The move into print is part of a drive to win the business of toy customers
after the demise of Toys R Us and, according to Matthew Townsend in Bloomberg
Technology News, an important part of the digital giant’s push to incorporate
traditional retail tactics into its marketing strategy and business model.
—
For more on the world’s online brands moving into print, go to page 8.

Generation Z prefer
print newspapers
and magazines

Print retains power in first PAMCo results
The Published Audience Measurement Company (PAMCo) has
released its first round-up of audience engagement in printed and
digital published media – and it’s good news for print.
Replacing the National Readership Survey, the brand new
media measurement tool has found that 89% of all UK adults
interacted with consumer magazine and newsbrand content in
a typical month, with the total market reach of published brands
being 47.2m adults.
More interestingly for print, 37.3m people were reached
through printed titles compared to 28.6m digitally via phones.
Desktop and tablets were way down the list with 16.9m and 9.4m
respectively.
“Our industry has seen an increase in published media being
read online and in digital,” said PAMCo Client Services Director
Alison Finch. “Print is still hugely important commercially and
a very valuable platform for brands, and we will delve into that
further as we begin to collect more data.”
—
For more information on PAMCo, go to www.pamco.co.uk

The generation most assume to
be glued to their smartphones
and tablets actually spend more
time reading print magazines
and newspapers than social
media and websites, according
to brand new research. The study,
conducted by MNI Targeted
Media, found that those born
between 1995 and 2012 trust print
publications over other media to
deliver credible information, with
83% trusting newspapers for their
information and 34% trusting
magazines.
Generation Z make up almost a
quarter of the US population, with
that proportion swelling to over
40% by 2020. In the same study,
50% of the respondents wish
they had more time away from
technology, while 48% wish to
put their phones down more.

90.7%

Total percentage of
global newsbrand
revenue derived
from print
Global Ad Trends report, WARC, 2018
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Print Power tools
and resources
the new print power campaign is gathering pace, with multi-platform tools and
resources providing advertisers, marketers, media planners and brand owners with
solid evidence-based reasons why print should always be a key part of any marketing
campaign. Those tools and resources are free to use and include:
NEWS
The Print Power website and
social media accounts are some
of the best destinations for print
marketing news in the UK, ranging
from the latest research reports
to in-depth looks at some of the
most effective examples of print
publishing around the world.
www.printpower.eu/news
CASE STUDIES
Print Power knows that case
studies are one of the best ways
to convince people of the value of
print, and the Print Power website
is packed with examples of
creative print marketing that have
gone far beyond expectation. As
well as the FIFA 18 and Toyota case
studies on this page, the section
also features work for Coca-Cola,
Thames Water and Dentsu.
www.printpower.eu/case-studies

£153m

The income from
print ads in national
newsbrands in
Q1, 2018 – the
first increase in
seven years
AA/WARC Expenditure Report, 2018

INFOGRAPHICS
Knowing that a high quality
infographic is one of the best
ways to get essential facts and
information across, Print Power
created Nothing But The Facts,
an engaging collection of the
most compelling facts about
print and its effectiveness in
multi-platform campaigns. To
download the infographic, go to
www.printpower.eu/insight
INTERVIEWS
Whether it’s Terry Savage, the
Chairman of Cannes Lions, or
Lotte Jeffs, the Creative Director
of Ogilvy UK, there’s no shortage
of top advertising industry
figures willing to be grilled
about the value of print. Go to
www.printpower.eu/experts to
read what they – and a host of
others – have to say.

NEWSLETTER
The Print Power newsletter is one
of the best ways to keep up with
the very latest print marketing
news, research and case studies,
as well as news about the
campaign itself. To subscribe
to the free newsletter, go to
www.printpower.eu
VIDEOS
Knowing that video is an
increasingly important platform,
Print Power has its own YouTube
channel (www.youtube.com/user/
printpowereurope) which gathers
Print Power’s promotional movies,
as well as videos of a number of
print marketing case studies.
—
For more information about the
range of tools and resources
available from Print Power, go to
www.printpower.eu

FIFA 18
To launch the FIFA 18
video game for XBox,
McCann London went for
an embedded advert in
print that was part match
report, part manual. Using
XBox symbols in the copy,
a news story was placed
in the sports sections of
various newspapers that
tied in with social posts and
a video starring Real Madrid
players. The wider campaign
whipped up 100 million media
impressions and helped to
build the buzz that delivered
650 million spectators for
each of the 12 Real Madrid
Champions League clashes.
www.printpower.eu/casestudies/xbox-gaming-thesystem

TOYOTA CAMRY
To promote the launch of their
Camry model, Toyota decided
to use the sensory power
of print magazines to grab
the attention of their target
audience. Inside 50,000 issues
of the US edition of InStyle
was a special insert that
presented the reader with
two car handles, which had to
be gripped in order to gain access to a gatefold spread. That spread contained
a pop-up replica of the car’s dashboard, complete with LCD monitor and the real
scent of its leather interior, as well as a circuit connection that fed live data on
the reader to a heart rate monitor embedded in the page.
www.printpower.eu/case-studies/why-toyota-wants-you-to-get-a-grip
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coverage for the publication, as well as it being a
tremendous piece of journalism. Not only does
it have a positive effect on your reputation but
also the uptake of the magazine – something that
wouldn’t happen with digital media.

rob orchard, Editor of the
magazine Delayed Gratification and
flag bearer for the slow journalism
movement, explains the benefits
to taking a long, considered view
of the stories of today.

Why are long-form articles more suited to
print?
There’s something about the tactility of print,
turning the page, and the fact that you’re not
going to get an email or an ad popping up when
you’re in the middle of reading a story. Then
there’s the physical engagement. It may be a very
beautifully designed publication with nice paper
that feels good in your hands, which is a much
better environment for learning and engaging
with when reading.

“People will still
pay for really
well-made print
products”

How would you describe ‘slow journalism’?
It’s taking a more considered approach to news
stories, looking back after the dust has settled,
trying to make sense of the last quarter, cutting
the stories that didn’t matter and returning to the
ones that did. It’s very difficult to give a definitive
last word on stories that are still evolving but
we try to give a ‘What happened next?’ angle,
a deeper look at what happened at the time.
What part does print play in your success?
A huge part. If you’re trying to do something
that’s uniquely digital then it doesn’t make any
sense to commission 10,000-word articles,
because you’ll get exactly the same number of
clicks and the same level of exposure for your
advertisers as if you’d commissioned a 500-word
piece. You’re just not going to get a good return
on investment. However, if you have a lovely
print publication, then you can commission
these long articles. The London Review of Books
recently ran a 60,000-word piece on Grenfell,
and it caused the most fantastic amount of

BUILT
FOR
TOUCH.

But will readers still pay for print?
Primary amongst all of my considerations with
print is that people will still pay for really wellmade print products, whereas it’s incredibly
difficult to get people to pay for digital products.
People associate a value with a physical product
they can hold in their hands in the way that they
don’t with digital content – even though it may
have cost almost as much money to create the
digital product.
Which stories in Delayed Gratification are you
most proud of?
The stories where we have added something by
going back and finding out details that weren’t
widely known at the time. For example, in the latest issue we have a lovely story
about the combined Korean women’s ice hockey team. There was huge coverage
when they were playing in the Winter Olympics, when they were crowbarred
into this political dimension, shown as flag bearers for a potential thawing of
relationships between North and South Korea.
But it was only several months later, when the heat had gone out of the story, that
one of the team members felt able to talk to us frankly, on the record, about what her
genuine experience had been. That’s the kind of story that I love, a rollicking eightpage feature with beautiful photography and insight from someone who was unable
to talk at the time, but once the dust had settled, was able to give it some proper
thought and analysis.
—
To find out more about slow journalism and subscribe to Delayed Gratification, go to
www.slow-journalism.com

DuSense Sensory Coater
Own the future of digital spot UV
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Sustainable forestry
The latest Two Sides fact sheet debunks the myth that European forests are shrinking

to address the many misconceptions that
The stats behind European forestry are
European forests
print and paper are bad for the environment and
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PAPER PRODUCTION AND SUSTAINABLE FORESTS
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PAPER PRODUCTION AND SUSTAINABLE FORESTS

The paper industry depends on, and promotes, sustainable forest management to provide a reliable supply of wood fibre,
the key raw material for its products. Well-managed forests bring multiple benefits for society, such as livelihoods, ecosystem
services and biodiversity. European forests, from where the region’s paper mills source over 90% of their wood fibre, have
been growing by an area equivalent to 1,500 football pitches every day. Over 70% of this forest area is certified to FSC or PEFC
standards, thanks in part to the support of the print and paper industry.
Forest products such as paper create an incentive for
sustainable forest management.

Cellulose fibre is the primary raw material for papermaking. Of
the fibre used by the European pulp and paper industry, 46%
comes from woodpulp and 54% from paper for recycling.1

In principle, cellulose fibre can be obtained from almost any
plant and some non-wood fibre is used in the industry, such as
agricultural residues. However, wood is the dominant source
because of its renewable and recyclable nature, technical
properties, relative low cost and all-year-round availability.

Forest stewardship, motivated by a
commercial interest in maintaining wood
supply, can help protect vulnerable forests
from illegal logging, encroachment or conversion to farmland.

WWF, Living Forests Report, 2012

Commercial interest in maintaining wood supply can promote
good forest stewardship. Production forests can provide
buffers for protected areas and help to protect vulnerable
forests from illegal logging, encroachment or conversion to
farmland.

However, the capacity of production forests to provide
ecosystem services and sustain timber yields varies greatly
depending on how well they are managed.2

Well managed forests bring multiple benefits for society.
Forests directly affect the livelihoods of 20% of the global
population and can have recreational and cultural importance
too. They provide products and renewable energy as well as
natural carbon capture and storage and other ecosystem
services such as controlling floods and droughts, reducing
erosion risks and protecting watersheds that are a source
of our water. Forests are also home to 80% of terrestrial
biodiversity.
As part of well-planned landscapes, managed forests play a
key role in reducing pressures on natural forests and make a
meaningful contribution to conserving biodiversity, ecosystem
services and human well-being.3
European Forests have been growing by over 1,500 football
pitches every day.

Between 2005 and 2015, European forests grew by 44,160km2
- that’s an area larger than Switzerland and equivalent to over
1,500 football pitches of forest growth every day.4
This has been due to afforestation (e.g. planting and seedling
of trees on land that was not previously forested) and through
natural expansion of forests such as on abandoned land.5

Forest area amounts to 215 million hectares in Europe,
accounting for 33% of total land area, and other wooded lands
cover an additional area of 36 million hectares. In comparison
to other regions in the world, only South America has a higher
percentage of forest cover (49%) than Europe.

Print and Paper
have a great
environmental
story to tell

www.twosides.info

However, the capacity of production forests to provide
ecosystem services and sustain timber yields varies greatly

Forest area amounts to 215 million hectares in Europe,
accounting for 33% of total land area, and other wooded lands
cover an additional area of 36 million hectares. In comparison
ON

farmland.
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Help us to tackle greenwash
Authority (ASA), marketing claims must be
clear, truthful, accurate and not misleading, and
marketers must ensure that claims based on a
part of the advertised product’s life cycle do not
mislead consumers about the product’s total
environmental impact.
To date, 770 of the world’s leading companies
have been researched and checked by Two Sides
as part of a global campaign, with 532 discovered
to be using greenwash statements in their
communications. Of those, 310 have removed
their misleading statements as a direct result of
being challenged by Two Sides.
But while this is clearly something to be
celebrated, our work is far from over and we
will continue to tackle greenwash statements
whenever we see them. For the future of our
industry, engaging companies and stopping these
false anti-print statements is crucial.
This is where you can help: if you spot any
misleading claims on any communications from
companies or organisations then please let us
know and we will investigate. With your help
we can help people understand the true value of
paper and eradicate greenwashing for good.
—
To find out more about the Two Sides
Anti-greenwashing campaign, go to
www.twosides.info/anti-greenwash
—
To let us know of any examples of greenwashing,
email us at greenwash@twosides.info. Please
include evidence such as a screengrab or a scan
of the paper statement.

two of the largest brands in banking and
telecoms have changed their communications
messages following discussions with Two Sides
about misleading environmental claims.
HSBC and TalkTalk have joined other
global organisations such as Sky, Barclays, First
Direct, MBNA, O2, Nationwide and the RAC,
who have all been successfully engaged by Two
Sides, resulting in the removal of claims in their
communications about the environmental
benefits of switching the type of media their
customers receive their statements on.
These latest discussions are part of an
ongoing Two Sides global campaign to eradicate
greenwashing through misleading messages
such as ‘Choose e-billing and save a tree’ and ‘Go
green – go paperless’ that attempt to encourage
customers to switch from paper to digital bills
and statements.
“There is a time and a place for both print
and digital communications,” said Iain Wood,
Head of Public Affairs at TalkTalk. “Any future
messaging will focus on the cost savings available
with paperless billing.”
Meanwhile, Brendan McNamara, Head of
NGO Engagement at HSBC stated: “For all
customer-facing copy, it is important to avoid
making any unsubstantiated claims regarding
switching from paper to electronic formats.”
This represents a huge success for Two
Sides and a continuing reminder for the print
industry that greenwashing is a major issue and
should be challenged whenever it’s spotted.
According to the Advertising Standards

CHALLENGE ANTALIS.
Check out greenpaperconnection.com/en for more information on
our eco-responsible products and services or submit your challenges
to our Corporate Social Responsibility expert, Matthew Botfield.
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with just a few months until Christmas,
“We are realising that digital
most retail brands are now beginning to ramp
is a fleeting experience and
up their marketing efforts to gain the maximum
we don’t get any feeling
amount of sales from their most important
of ownership or any real
time of the year. But among the thousands of
connection with it”
product launches and multi-platform campaigns, Phil Alexander, Joint
one announcement sent shockwaves through
Managing Director, GF Smith
the retail industry, changing perceptions and
attitudes towards its current marketing strategy.
Amazon, the $100bn online company, which
built its business entirely on digital platforms,
is planning to launch a print catalogue for
Christmas. The catalogue will be mailed
to US homes and distributed through its
Whole Foods Market stores and, according to
Bloomberg’s Matthew Townsend, the move is
part of Amazon’s push to incorporate traditional
retailers’ tools into its business model.
“Even with the emergence of screen time and
smartphones,” he says, “kids still enjoy searching
through toy catalogues to make their wish lists.”
“Retailers know that a wellIt’s not just the US in which Amazon are
produced catalogue can
using print for their marketing. They recently
completely alter someone’s
ran a series of newspaper ads in India promoting
perception of their brand”
their range of Echo voice-activated devices.
Steve Middleton, Sales
Readers could scan Amazon’s print ad to launch
Director, Celloglas
a virtual, life-sized Amazon Echo on their

smartphones and ask it a number of questions to
get information about the latest cricket scores or
restaurant recommendations.
Permanent engagement
Amazon aren’t the only digital brand that’s
turning to print to build its brand and expand its
customer base further. Other online giants such
as Facebook, Uber, AirBnB, LinkedIn and even
global digital marketing company Mailchimp
have all recently used print to engage with their
audiences in a more credible, tactile, memorable
and trustworthy way.
“As we move more and more into a digital
world, there are some subtle differences
beginning to appear about how people feel about
digital versus paper-based media,” says Phil
Alexander, Joint Managing Director of leading
paper merchant GF Smith. “We felt that digital
was the future and that continues to be the case,
but over the passage of time I think that mass of
information and the way it’s so instant is working
against it – we are realising that digital is a
fleeting experience and we don’t get any feeling
of ownership or any real connection with it.”
That connection is what Facebook, Uber and
AirBnB are trying to achieve with the launch of

The pendulum swing
With many of the
world’s biggest online
brands turning to print
to engage with their
customers, it seems
that the days of digitalonly marketing may
be coming to an end.
Discover why Facebook,
Uber, AirBnB and even
Amazon are suddenly
discovering the value
of paper.
—
By Sam Upton
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their own print magazines. Faced with increased
competition in the battle for consumer attention,
as well as the desire to have a physical presence
in the hands and on the coffee tables of their
users, all three companies are turning to print to
set themselves apart, using the medium to foster
a sense of an authenticity and trust – qualities
Facebook used when printing full-page apologies
in the national newspapers after the data privacy
scandal earlier this year.
“Paper-based items are finding a new and
clear purpose,” says Phil. “The tactility of print,
being able to hold and touch it, then still look at
it even when we’ve put it down, creates a level of
permanence and a much deeper connection than
the transitory digital experience.”
Optimism breeds success
While it’s heartening to note that the world’s
biggest digital brands are discovering the value of
print marketing, it’s important to note that many
brands, retailers and publishers are continuing
to invest heavily in print, understanding that the
reach and low cost of online and social media
doesn’t necessarily translate into physical sales.
The latest readership figures from the
Published Audience Measurement Company

gs back

From on to offline:
(clockwise from
below) Mailchimp’s
range of postcards,
Momentum magazine
produced for Uber,
the AirBnb publication,
and the first issue of
Grow, the magazine
for Facebook users

(PAMCo) found that 89% of UK adults interacted
with consumer magazine and newsbrand content
in a typical month, with 37.3m people reached
through printed titles. National newspapers
have also experienced their best performance in
seven years, with print advertising rising 1% to
£153m in the first quarter (AA/WARC). It may
be premature to get the champagne out, but it’s
a move in the right direction.
“There is a renewed optimism and verve
sweeping through the publishing market for
the first time in many years,” said Adam Crow,
Head of Publishing Investment at media agency
MediaCom. “The market is a hive of activity from
an advertiser investment perspective.”
Print catalogues are also enjoying sustained
success, thanks to an ability to engage with
their target audience at a time when they’re at
their most relaxed, using the sensory nature
of print to bring the reader closer to the brand
and its products. While Amazon are new to the
catalogue game, retailers such as John Lewis,
Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Aldi, Lidl and Morrisons have
been reaping the rewards for years.
“The amount of catalogues we print for
supermarkets runs into the millions,” says
Steve Middleton, Sales Director at finishing
specialists Celloglas. “What we’re seeing this
year is brands spending a lot of time and money
on the look and feel of their publications. They’re
perfect bound with high quality paper using soft
varnish and other effects. Retailers know that a
well-produced catalogue can completely alter
someone’s perception of their brand.”
A powerful combination
Of course, no one expects print to return to the
production levels experienced before the advent
of digital media. But there’s a sense across all
areas of the print and marketing industries that
the levels are starting to balance, that print is
beginning to find its place in the complex area
of multi-platform marketing campaigns.
It’s impossible to predict what’s around the
corner, what new innovations will come along
to further disrupt an already disrupted market,
but brands of all shapes, sizes and backgrounds
are discovering the value in print and, more
importantly, using it to complement and boost
their other marketing channels.
“Digital is a great enrichment to our daily lives
and we have seen some amazing developments,”
says Phil Alexander at GF Smith. “But there’s
now an understanding that the tactility and
permanence of paper does a completely different
job to digital, and people are realising that when
the two work together it’s a really powerful
combination.”
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“Two Sides adds
cement around
the client
relationship”
richard knowles, Chairman of the BCQ Group,
explains the value Two Sides adds to his company’s
success and the print industry in general.
What aspects of Two Sides’ work
are good for your company?
If you look at the bigger picture,
you see that we’re all in the same
industry, and the more level the
playing field across the potential
competitors for print the better.
Two Sides are excellent at putting
the physical, offline view to our
clients, either directly or indirectly,
through consumer adverts or via
our own industry. Everyone that
talks about print is an advocate
for the industry’s particular set of
issues and opportunities, and Two
Sides do it excellently.
Why is it important for print to
have its champions?
Although the print industry is
well populated with people who
are very eloquent and able to do
this for themselves, I think it’s
blindingly obvious that people
need to be reacquainted with the
facts and the value of print. This
is what Two Sides do very well. It’s
important that printers support
Two Sides to help preserve the
paper industry and safeguard
the future of print. Everyone
involved in the supply of printed
media needs to support this
crucial campaign.

Which Two Sides resources do you
and BCQ Group use?
When we carry out marketing, we
use many of the resources that
Two Sides have put together. Some
of the facts such as two tonnes of
paper is recycled every second
in Europe and forests increase
by 1,500 football pitches every
day are wonderful and accurate
pieces of information to use. You
have conversations with clients
in which you throw these things
in and you can tell that they’re
impressed, and it really helps the
case for print and paper. It’s adds
a little bit of cement around the
client relationship.

How important is print
sustainability to your clients?
There are some clients that are
really keen on it and others that
pay more lip service to it, but we
do what we can to push them
in the direction of the more
friendly products. Many people
don’t know the facts behind the
sustainability of print and paper
and there are so many greenwash
claims out there that need to be
challenged. Two Sides have done
some excellent work in this area.
Because they have done a lot of
the work already then all we need
to do is trot out the words and
the videos.

What else would like to see more
of from Two Sides?
I’m not one to give praise lightly
but Two Sides have managed
to leverage their contacts and
their methods of getting their
message across in such a way
that it hasn’t been a tremendous
drain on the industry. It’s a minimal
membership charge, and what
they give to their members is a
lot more than other membership
organisations that cost a lot more.
It’s actually more relevant to what
really counts – marketing to your
clients and the wider picture for
the years to come. I think they’ve
got it pretty much right.

29% of supermarket packaging cannot be recycled
An investigation by
Which? has found that
up to 29% of plastic
packaging is either
non- recyclable or
difficult to recycle. The
consumer champion
looked at 27 own-brand
items on sale in 10 major
UK supermarkets and
discovered that Lidl had
the lowest proportion

of widely recyclable
packaging at 71%.
Iceland came next at
73%, followed by Ocado
(74%) and Sainsbury’s
(75%). Top performer
was Morrisons, with 81%
of recyclable packaging.
Which? also found
that fewer than one in
ten customers regularly
take packaging back

to the supermarket for
recycling.
“Which? believes a
lot more can be done to
increase the amount of
recyclable packaging
and the way it is labelled
so that consumers know
what can be recycled
and how to recycle it,”
said Nikki Stopford,
Director of Research and

Publishing at Which?.
Increasingly, retailers
and users of packaging
are looking at paper
and cardboard as a
natural, sustainable and
renewable alternative.
A lot of paper packaging
is also made from
recycled fibre – a
postive example of
a ‘circular economy’.
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LUXURY BRANDS SPEND MORE
ON PRINT
There’s one sector of retail that
remains a big spender in print:
luxury. Whether it’s watches,
jewellery, high fashion or beauty,
luxury brands know the power
print advertising holds and the
value of marketing their products
in top quality magazines and
newspapers.
A study by global advertising
and media agency Zenith found
that just 33% of total advertising
spend was digital across all luxury
categories, which broke down
into 28% for watches and
jewellery, 27% for fragrances
and beauty, and 13% for fashion
and accessories.
“High luxury brands are
forecast to allocate fully 55%
of their budgets to magazine
advertising next year,” the report
explains. “Zenith attributes
this to these brands being
more ‘exclusive and iconic,’ and
therefore more willing to invest
in ‘prestigious media’.”
—
For more information on
the Zenith report, go to
https://bit.ly/2AqSTfA

55%

The percentage of ad
budgets high luxury
brands are forecast to
allocate to magazine
advertising in 2019
Zenith, 2018

Print gets smart

MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS
PERFORM BETTER THAN THOUGHT
A recent report by Ebiquity
has discovered that there’s a
significant difference between
how the effectiveness of
traditional media such as
magazines, newspapers and
direct mail is perceived by
marketers and how they actually
perform. This has exposed the
misconceptions of marketers
when it comes to considering
print in their campaigns.
The study was commissioned
by Radiocentre and found that
TV and radio are the strongest
advertising media for brandbuilding, followed by newspapers
and magazines. But when the
study compared the media
against how marketers and
advertisers regarded their
performance, it uncovered
a huge mismatch.
It found that in ROI, emotional
response, increasing brand
salience, and overall score,
newspapers and magazines beat
all forms of digital advertising. This
is a huge feather in print’s cap and
one that’s not gone unnoticed by
industry commentators.
“Newspapers are dismissed
far too easily by marketers,” wrote
Mark Ritson in his Marketing Week
column, “who need to open their
minds to the possibilities this
fantastic channel can offer.”

antalis, one of europe’s leading paper distributors, recently
launched the Arjowiggins range of intelligent paper, PowerCoat®
Alive. This smart, connected paper is unique in that it comes with
embedded Near-Field Communication (NFC) technology.
NFC is a method of data transfer that allows digital devices
such as smartphones or tablets to communicate without the need
for an internet connection. Just by tapping your phone onto an
NFC circuit, your phone could receive an instruction to play an
online video or take you to a specific website without the need for
a third-party app.
“The PowerCoat® Alive material can be laminated between
sheets of different creative papers, resulting in creative aesthetics
and finishes,” says Jim Whittington, Digital Sales Manager at
Antalis. “As well as providing a bridge between media platforms,
it will give the user access to all the metrics and data from the
application.”
At the moment, PowerCoat® Alive is being used for business
cards, with users able to transfer their details to a new contact
with the tap of a phone. But the technology has huge potential in
packaging, where high-value products could be authenticated
using an in-built NFC tag, as well as advertising, where consumers
could find out more about a brand or product by tapping a piece of
print advertising.
“Print possesses a gravity
“PowerCoat® Alive has a number of potential uses, from
and authority not held by
magazine advertising to stationery such as wedding invitations.
As the technology improves and its use becomes more widespread, newer channels. It’s no
surprise that Facebook
we’re going to see it being used more and more.”
ran its apology in print”
—
Morag Blazey, CEO, Ebiquity
For more on PowerCoat® Alive, go to www.powercoatpaper.com

Revive - Recycled Paper. Just the way you want it.
 Carbon Balanced with World Land Trust.
 Made from FSC® recycled and FSC® certi�ed �bre.
 50%, 75% or 100% recycled �bre in Matt, Silk and O�set �nishes.
 Next day delivery across the UK. Get your free samples and swatches now.
www.denmaur.com
www.revivepaper.com
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It’s a date!
The latest events in the world of print marketing
PRINTWEEK AWARDS
22 October 2018
Grosvenor House Hotel, London
The annual PrintWeek Awards
The Print Show
is the pinnacle of printing
18-20 September 2018
excellence and one of the
NEC, Birmingham
highest accolades for the
when the print show launched in 2014, the idea was to provide
winning companies. With 25
the key tools for the success of print and wide-format companies.
categories to enter, from
This pledge remains the focus of The Print Show today, with visitors
Trainee of the Year up to the
able to view some of the latest kit and materials from the industry’s
prestigious Company of the Year,
leading brands.
every print firm in the UK will
With top companies such as HP, Epson, EFI, Hybrid Services
already be busy crafting their
(Mimaki), RISO, Duplo, Friedheim International and Renz all
entries and dry-cleaning their
represented at the show, as well as features designed to offer advice
glamorous outfits for the
gala dinner and awards
and guidance to attendees, The Print Show is a must-attend event
presentation night.
in the calendars of everyone in the print industry.
www.theprintshow.co.uk
www.printweekawards.com
—
SUSPACK
29-31 October
PRIMA 2018
POWER OF PRINT SEMINAR 2018
Barcelona, Spain
19 & 20 September
6 November 2018
The Sustainability in Packaging
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Stationers’ Hall, London
Europe 2018 event offers brand
PRIMA is one of the world’s leading
The date has been booked for
owners, retailers, packaging
conferences for the paper,
this year’s Power of Print Seminar,
converters, manufacturers,
packaging and print markets, with
which has become one of the
suppliers and recyclers from
over 25 expert speakers across
print industry’s must-attend
across the continent a unique
five dynamic sessions discussing
events. Featuring leading experts
opportunity to listen to some of
how issues such as sustainability,
from the print, marketing and
the companies leading the way in
regulation, digitisation and
media industries, the Seminar’s
sustainable packaging, including
innovation are continuing to
11 speakers will explore the latest
Tesco, Unilever, L’OREAL, and Nestle.
affect these industries. This
trends and developments in
Delegates will also learn about the
year there are speakers from
print marketing, as well as bring
biggest challenges facing
companies such as SAPPI, DS Smith, everyone up to date with the
the packaging supply chain on
Smurfit Kappa, Domtar, Hawkins
international Print Power and
vital topics such as design,
Wright, Iceland and Costa Coffee,
Two Sides campaigns. Tickets are
supply chain management
as well as a session on the future
available now but numbers are
and consumer behaviour.
of print in a changing media and
limited so you’d better get in early.
www.sustainability-inadvertising market.
More details on the opposite page.
packaging.com
www.prima-paper.com
www.powerofprint.info
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Working
hard to
earn our
reputation
as one of
the most
respected
and
established
printing
companies
in the UK

THE BEST WAY TO
PREDICT THE FUTURE
IS TO CREATE IT.

BRITISH BOOK DESIGN AND
PRODUCTIONS AWARDS
22 November 2018
Montcalm Hotel, London
Bringing together printers,
designers and publishers,
the British Book Design and
Productions Awards recognise
and promote the excellence of
the British literary industry by
celebrating the best designed
and produced books of the year.
These include everything from
photographic books to academic
books, with the judges looking for
exceptional design with particular
emphasis on excellent layout and
standards of typography.
www.britishbookawards.org
—
DMA AWARDS
4 December 2018
Old Billingsgate, London
The DMA Awards are the highlight
of the year for anyone involved
in the direct marketing industry
and a showcase for the very best
in print innovation for brands
of all sizes. These awards bring
together 350 leading agency,
brand and supplier experts for a
rigorous judging process across
strategy, creativity and results
to encourage the evolution of
one-to-one marketing and create
benchmarks for excellence.
Deadline for entries is September
14, so if you haven’t got your entry
in already, you’d better be quick.
www.dma.org.uk/awards

Precision Colour
Printing Ltd
Haldane, Halesfield 1,
Telford, Shropshire,
TF7 4QQ
T: 01952 585585
F: 01952 680497

@precisionColour
Precision Colour Printing Ltd
Precision Colour Printing

www.pcpltd.net
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The Power of Print
Seminar
two sides, in partnership with Canon, Fedrigoni, BPIF and Stationers’ Hall, are delighted
to announce the full line-up for the eighth annual Power of Print Seminar. Held at the historic
Stationers’ Hall in London on Tuesday 6 November, the event regularly attracts over 200 leaders
in the print, publishing, marketing and advertising industries to listen to a series of global industry
experts explore the challenges, innovation and opportunities for print in today’s multi-media world.
Following a day of insight and networking, there will be an evening event featuring a drinks
reception and three-course dinner held in the Stationers’ Hall. The highlight of the evening will be
an after-dinner speech by Simon Fox, Chief Executive of Reach and legendary publishing figure.
—
For more information and to book your place, go to www.powerofprint.info

The speakers
Joe Waterton
The Head of Philanthropy at
Macmillan Cancer Support will
explain why print is such an
important and trusted part of
the charity’s communications.

“The Power of Print
Seminar brings together
leading experts from
psychological, creative
and commercial
perspectives. A dynamic
and engaging day that’s
a must for anyone who
works with print media”
Kim Willis, Cedar
Communications
“The information this
seminar provides is
thought-provoking and
useful. The networking
is also good. Today’s
messages were
extremely positive”
Simon Pilkington,
Fedrigoni

Kevin Vyse
Kevin is the Sustainability
Packaging Lead at M&S, and
will explain how sustainable
packaging is a fundamental
part of M&S’s strategy, and how
this is an opportunity for paper
and cardboard packaging.
Rory Byrne
Canon’s invited speaker is the
Immersive Technology Business
Director of Imagination Europe.
Rory will talk about how print can
take advantage of the evolution
of customer preference from
products to experience.
Trewin Restorick
Trewin is the CEO and Founder
of Hubbub UK, an environmental
charity that creates campaigns
that inspire people to make
healthier lifestyle choices.
Trewin will discuss the long-term
prospects for sustainability and
how companies should prepare
themselves for change.

Katherine Punch
As Campaign Director at August
Media, part of Publicis Group,
Katherine is responsible for the
Print Power campaign, and will
talk about how the new campaign
is engaging agencies and
increasing the use of print.
Mark Davies
The Managing Director of Whistl
will talk about how the print
industry has strengthened and
become more fit for purpose in
the past ten years in the face of
digital disruption.
Dan Davey
As the CEO of Progressive Content,
Dan Davey is one of the leading
figures in the content marketing
industry. Dan will talk about the
latest trends in content marketing
and why it’s both print’s greatest
threat and opportunity.

Scott Barclay
The Head of Strategic Sourcing
EMEA at Williams Lea Tag, a
global provider of marketing
and communications services,
will deliver an insightful talk
about changes in the customer
experience and the best way
to deliver customer value.
Peter Houston
The legendary writer, trainer and
media consultant will explain how
print is adding value for publishers
through quality content and a new
approach to publishing.
Charles Jarrold
The Managing Director of the
British Print Industry Federation
(BPIF) will present figures on the
current and future state of the UK
print industry, as well as discuss
the impact of Brexit and GDPR.

After-dinner speaker
Simon Fox
The charismatic and entertaining Chief
Executive of Reach, the largest news
publisher in the UK, will be the evening
speaker at the drinks reception and gala
dinner following the Seminar.
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01_TAKE A ‘TEXT DRIVE’
Car company Kia wanted to make
the launch of its new Stinger
model really special, so they
created a promo pack that used a
range of interactive print effects
to grab the attention. Sent to 100
automotive journalists, the pack
featured eight chapters to match
the car’s eight-speed automatic
transmission, giving readers a
special sticker that when peeled
back revealed the first image of
the car before inviting them to
use their finger to ‘spin donuts’.
After tracing a circle on the page,
the page then folds out to reveal
tyre marks in a micro-fibre cloth
underneath. Even better, the page
then smells of burnt rubber – the
“scent of passion” according to
the makers.

From a paper-based
test drive to a sleepinducing magazine
ad, we look at the
latest innovations in
print advertising

Fresh thinking
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02_CHECK YOUR HEAD
Shampoo brand Head & Shoulders went for an interactive approach with a recent magazine print ad when it invited readers to test their own head
for dandruff, simply by scratching their head over the page. Since one of the pages in the double-page spread is completely black, those with a
dry scalp will find that the dark page highlights any flecks of dandruff that falls from their head, causing them to consider using the anti-dandruff
shampoo. Ingeniously simple, it proves that print’s low-tech approach can often be the most effective.

04_THIS PRINT AD SAVES LIVES
Proving that door drop mail is
as effective as any other form
of marketing when it comes to
public service, Grey Group Poland
took a simple piece of paper and
turned it into an ad that reached
over 40 million Poles, potentially
saving thousands of lives. The
addition to a traditional piece
of door drop mail was created
to prevent deaths from carbon
monoxide poisoning and it
instructed the recipient to hold it
up to a home intake vent. If it stuck
to the vent then the house had
good air circulation. But if it didn’t,
it indicated that the vent may
be clogged, posing a significant
threat of carbon monoxide
poisoning. The campaign has been
so successful that there are plans
to roll out to other countries.

03_THE WASHABLE BOOK
Over 6,000 children in developing
countries lose their lives every
day as a result of infectious
diseases transmitted via hands.
So Japanese health company
ANGFA turned to print to teach
children the importance of
having clean hands. The result
was the Washable Book, a unique
piece of print whose pages could
be rubbed with an bar of soap
to reveal a series of colourful
illustrations. The campaign was
hugely successful, boosting
sales of ANGFA soap by 1,730%.
05_THE AD THAT SENDS YOU TO SLEEP
No stranger to innovation when it
comes to print ads, IKEA wanted
to promote their range of beds.
Calling it “the sleepiest print ad
ever made”, this ad has a number
of elements that help the reader
to nod off. Firstly it’s printed with
lavender ink, a scent known to
relax and improve sleep quality.
Then, by plugging the ad into a
USB charger, it becomes a white
noise speaker, helping to keep the
noise down and aiding sleep. Even
the imagery is designed to relax
the reader, drawing them into its
circular pattern.
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Love Print?
Love Paper?
Love
print?
Join Us!

Love paper?
Join us!

Print remains one of the most powerful
and sustainable forms of communication
Yet consumers and users in the world of media are now
distracted and enticed by a wide range of alternative
media choices.

By unitingone
all those
wish
to see print
and paper
Print remains
of thewho
most
powerful
and
flourish,
the Two
and Print Power campaigns
sustainable
forms
ofSides
communication.
deliver
powerful
messages
to ensure that print media
—
remains a vital communications channel for generations
By uniting
all those who wish to see print and paper
to come.
flourish, the Two Sides and Print Power campaigns
deliver powerful messages to ensure that print
Besides making an essential contribution to the promotion
mediaofremains
a vital communications channel for
print media, membership also gives access to all the tools,
generations
tofacts
come.
resources,
and research the campaigns have developed.
—
This will provide your business with essential content for your
For more
on the many
of being
owndetails
communications
on thebenefits
effectiveness
and sustainability
a member
of
Two
Sides
and
Print
Power,
go
to
of print media.
www.twosides.info/become-a-member
Member benefits include;

• benefits
Facts, research
and information on the effectiveness and
Member
include
sustainability
print you can
your own customer
• Facts, research
and of
information
onuse
theineffectiveness
communications
and sustainability of print that you can use in your
• Case Studies;
providing valuable insight into the value and
own customer
communications.
return of investment of print media
• Case studies, providing valuable insight into the value
• Personalisation of the popular Myths and Facts booklet,
and ROI of print media.
with the sound environmental arguments for print
• Personalisation of the popular Myths and Facts
• Regular newsletters and emails with news, inspiration you
booklet,can
plus
videos and infographics with sound
use in your own communications
environmental
arguments
fortoprint.
• Expert advice
available,
help you with customer ques• Regular e-newsletters
with news and inspiration you
tions or communications
can use in your own communications.
• Expert
advice
to help
with customer
questions
Please
support
theseyou
not-for-profit
campaigns.
The membership
or communications.
fee is affordable, proportional to the size of your business, and

Last, but by no
means least, we
would like to wish a
very warm welcome
to our newest
WE WOULD LIKE TO GIVE
members!

A VERY WARM WELCOME TO
� Blackpool Council, CPS
OUR LATEST MEMBERS
� FRIP

Smurfit Kappa

� Opal
Print (Bath) Ltd
Automedia

�Solent
Precision
Marketing
Design
StudioGroup

Printing
� Johnston
Simpson Group

Intelligent
Finishing Systems
For full details of member benefits
Paragon
Customer
and
how to join
Two Sides and Print
Power,
go to:
Communications
twosides.info/member-benefits

100% of funding is spent delivering the campaigns.

Contact us

Contact us
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or to
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regarding
our
discuss the benefits of
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giveplease
us a call
campaigns,
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262920
enquiries@twosides.info
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www.twosides.info
www.printpower.eu

Print and Paper
have a great
environmental
story to tell
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